The Elaboration Discussion
Increase engagement in an online math class
Maria Andersen

This discussion should be assigned in small groups. This is a two-reply discussion. You will
want to set two deadlines: one for Reply 1 and one for Reply 2. This is usually not possible
to do easily in the Learning Management System (LMS). Set Reply 2 as the “final deadline”
and in the LMS calendar, set an “event” date and time to be the deadline for Reply 1. It is
helpful to make an announcement reminding the students about the deadline for Reply 1
about 24 hours prior.

The discussion prompt
You will make the same prompt for all groups. The prompt should include a typed problem
and a hand-written worked-out solution (include alternative text for the image of the
worked out solution so that the problem meets accessibility specifications).

Note: The worked-out solution ensures that students don’t just solve the problem for their
discussion post. Solving the problem would be a very boring set of replies.
Alt text: Problem: Find the x- and y-intercepts of f of x equals negative two thirds times x
plus four. Solution: Let x=0 and solve for y. Y equals negative two-thirds times zero plus 4.
Thus y equals 4. The y-intercept is the point (0, 4). Let y=0 and solve for x. Zero equals
negative two-thirds times x plus 4. So negative 4 equals negative two-thirds. Negative four
times negative three-halves equals x. X equals twelve over two or just six. The x-intercept is
the point (6,0).
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Student Assignment:
Each student will need to make two replies.
Reply 1: Elaborate on this problem. Elaborating means you will do
something involving the problem that you weren’t asked to do in the
problem. Amongst other things, you could
find something else in the problem
solve the problem in a different way
change a number and see what effect that has on the problem
graph something from the problem (you can easily include a graph in
your reply using the URL provided by the Desmos share option)
show how to check the problem.
You cannot do the same elaboration as another student. This is why
you’re in small groups.

Reply 2: Take the elaboration of another student one step further doing
something you didn’t do as your elaboration. OR If you see an
elaboration that you disagree with, explain why.
As the instructor, how should you participate?
1. Make sure to comment at least once or twice in each small group (to
be present and listening).
2. Inevitably, students will do some really weird things - and when these
weird things are incorrect, you should jump in and say “This isn’t quite
right. Can one of you tell us why?”

What’s great about this discussion:
Students get a chance to explore around the boundaries of the
mathematics they are learning. They get a chance to try out their own
hypotheses and you get to see if there are misconceptions you haven’t
seen in the standard problem sets.
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